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Compensation of the Aperture Ratio Markings of a 
Photographic Lens for Absorption, Reflection, 

and Vignetting Losses 

By Irvine C. Gardner 

At present the diaphragm markings of a photographic lens are based entirely upon 

geometrical considerations and do not take into account the losses of light resu lting from 

absorption, reflection , and scattering. A method of equ ivalent marking is described in which, 

for example, the marking 8 does not correspond to the geometrically determined aperture 

ratio 1: but to an opening s ufficiently larger to permit the transmission of as much light 

as would be transmitted by the aperture 1: 8 in the absence of any losse. due to absorption, 

etc. Such a system of apertu res may be referred to as equivalent , or compensated, apertures. 

Two systems of compensation are given, one based upon the illumination at the center of 

the fi eld and the other based upon the average illumination over the en tire fi eld , thus taking 

vignetting into account. 

A relatively simple photometric procedure for determining either of the two system s of 

compensated graduations is described. For use during a transition period, a system of mark

ings is described that will permit exposures to be determined either with light losses compen

sated or by the present m ethod without compensation . Except for the change of markings 

on a leJ1 s, no other ins trumental changes are r equired to apply the new system of exposure 

determ ination. 

I. Introduction 

Photography is both an art and a technic. 
Until a few years ago it was largely empirical , 
each photographer's praetice being based on his 
own experience with hi own particular equipment. 
Now, however, the principles underlying photo
graphic work are so well known, and quantitative 
relation are so precisely established, that photo
graphic engineering may be said to have become 
an applied science. The possibility of saving 

photography has constituted an economic urge 
in favor of this transformation. The develop
ment of the modern photoelectric expo ure meter 
and the more general dissemination of quantita
tive information regarding the properties of 
emulsions have made it possible not only for the 
professional, but al 0 for the skilled amatem t.o 
control his photographic work in a scientific 
manner. 

I 
large sums of money and at the same time ecur
ing greater uniformity of result by greater preci
sion in the e:xposing and proces ing of the very 

. large quantity of film used for motion picture 
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With this progress a demand has arisen for a 
more scientific method of marking the diaphragm 
openings of a lens. The method now in general 
use i based entirely upon the diameter of the 
entrance pupil and the equivalent focal length. 
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- - - - ---------------------------------

It gl yes no consideration to the loss of effective 
ligh t that arises because of absorption in thc 
glasses of which the lens elements are made or 
because of reflection and scattering at the surfaces. 
Photographic objectives in common usc may have 
from 4 to 10 glass-air surfaces. The transmissions 
of such lenses may range from 50 to 80 percen t if 
uncoated and may be as high as 95 percen t if 
efficient low-refl ection coatings arc applied to 
t he s urfaces. It is evident , therefore, that the 
effective exposures for differen t lenses with the 
iris diaphragm set for the same aper t ure ratio , 
may vary almost by a factor of 2, an uncertainty 
tha t is inconsistent with the precision with which 
the other factors governing exposure are controlled. 
Several methods for calibrating and marking the 
apertures of a photographic lens that will effec t 
a correction for the varying light losses with dif
ferent lenses have been proposed. 

This publication presents a method that is 
relatively simple and direct, and by Iyhich differ
en t laboratories may be expected Lo arrive at the 
same systrm of marking and equivalen t values 
with out the interchange of physic!11 standards. 
The m ethod is extended to apply to lenses when 
f ocused for infinity or for any finite distance, and 
a sys tem for marking the diaphragm scale is 
suggested . In order to distinguish between the 
older and newer systems of marking, the aperture 
ratio of the older system , based on geometrical 
m easurements only, will be referred to as the 
geometrical ap erture ratio . The new aperture 
ratio , which takes the absorption and reflec tion 
losses into consideration will , for present purposes, 
be designated the equivalent aperture ratio. Other 
terms that might be used are compensated aperture 
ratio, and t-aperture ratio, the t standing for 
transmission as suggested by B erlant. 1 Consider
ation is also given to the difference in performance 
of different lenses because of vignetting. 

II. Method of Calibration for Infinite 
Object Distance 

I n figure 1, L r epresents a photographic lens 
that receives light from the uniformly illuminated 
screen OD. In the focal plane there is the 
plate GEl, ~vith tbe aperture of area A centered at 

1 E . Berlant, Lens stop calibration by transmission, J. Soc. l\1otion Picture 
Engrs . 46, 17 (1946); C. R. D aily, A lens calibrat in g system, J. Soc. 
M otion Picture Engrs. 46, 343 (1946); A. E . M urray, T he photomctric 
~alibration of lens apertures, J . Soc. Motion P icture Engrs. 46, 142 (1946). 
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o. BI-hi nd this a pertme there is a photoelectric 
cell with r eceiver R , which is la rge enough to 
recci ve all the luminous fI ux from screen (,D tha t is 
transmi t ted by the photographic lens and the 
f1perturc at O. The full lines represent the bound
ary of t.h e cone of rays proceeding from the screen 
to the axial point of the focal plane. In the object 
space the cone degene ra tes into a cylinder, of 
which the di amete l· is d. In the image space the 
half-augle of th e con e is a, where a is defined by 
the equat ion 2 

sin a =d/~f. (1) 

c 

- ------

L 

H 

) 

F IGURE l.- AITangement of oppamtus f01· measw·ement of 
total luminous flux /1'ansmitted through a photographic 
objective and thl'ough an apel·ture of area A. in the f ocal 
plane at o. 

The geometrical aperture rat io is 1: 1/(2 sin a ). 

The aperture ratio of the lens, for an infini tely 
distan t object, is 1 : .lId, and j ld is the f-number . 
It is evident that 

1 
j-number=-2 - .

SIn ex 

In figure 2, OD represents a uniformly illumi
na ted screen identical with that of figure 1. 
Screen GEl with aperture, of area A at 0 , and 
photoelectric cell with receiver R are identical 
with th e similar parts of fig ure 1. At IJ, at a 
distance e from the plane GJ-!, there is a ci rcular 
cli llplu-agm of diameter such that the angle, a, in 
figure 2 equals the corresponding angle of figure 1. 
For the moment i t will be assumed that the length, 
e, is identical wi tIt the equivalent focal length of 
the photographic obj ective of figure 1. If B is 

, There is a te-nptation to wr ite thi s equation tan a~d/2f, but if the lens 
is su itabJy corrected for coma, a necessary condition for it. photographIc 
o bjecti ve, eq 1 is correct. 
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the brightness 3 of the screen CD , and if one as
sumes a very small area, 6A, at 0 , normal to the 
axis of the lens and including the axial point, the 
total luminous flux 6F received by this area is 

. given by the equation 

(3) 

i this being exact in the limit as 6A approaches 
zero. If it is assumed that the actual area at 0, 

o 
FI GURE 2.- ArTangement of apparatus for meaSUTement oj 

total luminous flux transmitted thTough apertw"e I J and 
thTough the apeTture of area A at O. 

This flux equivalent to that transmitted by a lens free from absorption 
and refl ection losses and with the aperture r atio 1:1/ (2sin "') ' 

for which the incident luminous flux is meas ured 
has a maximum radius, r, such that the ratio 
r/e does not .exceed 0.02, for most photographic 
purposes, the equation 

(4) 

is sufficiently exact, where F is the total luminous 
flux incident upon the area A in the focal plane. 
For the arrangement of figure 2 the geometrical 
aperture ratio and the equivalent aperture ratio 
are identical, because for the opening, IJ, there are 
no reflection or absorption losses. 

, Throughout this discussion the term s illumination and brightness are em
ployed. These terms usually refer to measures of radiant energy evalnated 
in terms of the luminosity curve and a pl)ly strictly only wben th e energy 
receptor is the eye or a detector hav ing the same sensiti v ity curve. Strictl y 
speaki ng, when discussing photograph ic applications, terms referring to 
rad iant energy evaluated in terms of the wavelength sensiti vity of the photo" 
graphic emulsion should be used. 1' h is paper is concerned chiefl y with ratios 

I of two simila.r measurements of radiant energy and, inasmuch as optical glass, 
tb e only a bsorbing material co ncerned shows li tt le selectivity over the range 
of wavelengths under consid eration, all eqlJatiollS are true, to a satisfactory 
a pproximation , wbether they are considered to appl y to light (in th e restricted 
sen se) or to radiant energy affected by th e photographic sensitivity curve. 
T be justification for the use of the terms appl ying to ligh t is greater beca use 
there has been no general agreement on terms to be ap plied to radiant energy 
evaluated in terms of photographic sensiti vity. 
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Referring now to figure 1, t he total luminous 
flux, F, falling upon the area A will be given with 
sufficient exactness by the equation 

(5) 

k being the transmittance of the lens. 
The values of F and F' will be indicated by the 

photocell, if it is suitably calibrated. It is at once 
apparrnt that, if B, A, and a are held constant for 
the two measurements, Lhe transmittance is given 
by the equation. 

pI 
k= - · 

F 
(G) 

On the other hand, suppose that the iris of the 
photographic lens or the diaphragm, IJ, of figure 
2 is 3.djusted until F= F'. Let a1 be the value of 
the half-angle of the cone in figme 2 for which this 
equality is obtained. The aperture ratio corre
sponding to al is '1 : (1/ (2 sin al)) and thej-number is 
1/ (2 sin (1 ). For this adjustment, it follows that 
the ligh t transmitted by the photographic lens is 
equal to that which would be transmitted by a lens 
of zero absorption and with the aperture ratio 1: 
(1/ (2 sin al))' This method, therefore, provides a 
means for calibrating a lens in such a manner that 
the absorption losses are compensated . 

Table 1 gives the values of a corresponding to 
values of the aperture ratio that are commonly 
represented on photographic shutters. 

T AB LE I. - Half -angles, a, em"responding to standQ1'd 
aperture ratios 

Aperture ratio '" Aperture ratio '" -
Degrees Deyrees 

J : I. 4, 20.77 1:11. 3, 2.53 
1:2. 00 14 .48 ] :16. 00 L 79 
1 :2. 83 10.18 1:22.6, L 27 
1 :4. 00 7. 18 1 :32. 00 0.896 
1:5. 6, 5. 07 1 :45. 2, .633 
J :8. 00 3.58 1 :64.00 . 447 

To calibrate a lens, therefore, it is only neces
sary to have a series of diaphragms that, for the 
length e, will correspond to the different required 
values of a. A photocell reading is taken with 
the arrangement of figure 2, after which the photo
graphic lens is substituted for the diaphrag;m and 
the iris adjusted until the same reading is obtained. 
This setting corresponds to the given ge01!l.etrical 
aperture ratio and zero absorption. If, on the 
other hand, it is desired to determine the equiva-
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lent aperture ratio corresponding to the maximum 
indicated geometrical aperture ratio , it is neces
sary to secure the balance between measurements 
of figures 1 and 2 by adjusting the diameter of 
aperture IJ in figure 2 . 

Some of the details and necessary precautions 
can now be profitably considered. It is not 
necessary that length e of figure 2 be exactly equal 
to the focal length of the lens being tested , pro
vided that the correct ratio is maintained between 
e and the diameter of the aperture. It is desirable 
that e be approximately equal (within 5% is 
satisfactory) in order that the approximation 
introduced by the fini te area A shall not differ 
greatly for the two measuremen ts . Area A must 
be definitely limited and, when the lens is used, 
it should be located accurately in the focal plane. 
A suitable way to achieve this is by the use of a 
metal plate in the focal plane with a circular 
aperture of the desired area and a photocell back 
of the aperture with a receiver large enough to 
receive all the light that passes through the open
ing. Such a plate is indicated at GH in figures 1 
and 2. The dotted lines in figure 1 and 2 indicate 
the portion of the screen OD that contributes to 
the illumination at O. It is evident that the 
contributing areas for the lens and for the aperture 
will be smaller and more nearly identical if the 
screen OD be brought close to the lens or dia
phragm respectively. 

It is therefore recommended that screen OD be 
placed immediately in front of the lens and illu
minated by t ransmitted light. Uniform bright
ness of t he smaller area thns utilized is more 
easily obtained, and deficiencies in uniformity of 
illumination become less important as the areas 
utilized during t he two measurements become 
more nearly identical. It is, of course, essential 
that the brightness of the screen have the same 
value for t he measuremen t with the diaphragm 
and with t he lens. It is also assumed that all 
parts of screen OD con tributing to either measure
ment obey Lambert's law. In other words, a 
collimated beam or a surface giving specular 
reflection should not be used. 

There are variations of the experiment that sug
gest themselves. For the evenly illuminated 
screen OD, an in tegrating sphere may be substi
tuted . Furthermore, the directions of the ligh t 
may be reversed with t he source at 0 and the 
receiver at OD. In this latter case, jf OD is not 
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replaced by an integrating sphere, the receiver of 
the ligh t-sensitive element must be large enough 
to receive all the luminous flux:, and it must be 
uniformly sensitive over the entire area. TIlls 
requirement can be most easily met if the receiver 
is placed near lens L or aperture IJ, as the required 
size is then greatly reduced . 

Strictly speaking, the spectral quality of the ligh t 
proceeding from source OD when the measurements 
are made should be identical with that reflected 
from the object to be photographed, and the spec
tral sensitivi ty of the photocell should be identical 
with that of the emulsion to be used. When the 
great variations usually presen t in the spectral 
quality of the ligh t proceeding to a lens from an 
object to be photographed are considered, it is 
evident that it is not practicable to fulfill this 
condition. Fortunately, the absorption of a 
photographic lens is not particularly selective for 
different parts of the spectrum, and the values 
of k for a given lens will not differ greatly as the 
spectral distribution of the light illuminating 
screen OD is changed. However, for precise 
wOl:k , standardization is desirable, and it is 
accordingly suggested that tungsten lamps oper
ating at a color temperature of 2,360° K be 
used in conjunction with Wratten No. 79 filters. 
This gives ligh t having a eolor temperature 
approximately that of the noon sun (5,400° K). 
The use of a controlled source facilitates inter
comparison between measurements at different 
laboratories. Even in the absence of such a ! 
standardized source, if screen OD is illuminated 
by tungsten lamps operating at normal voltage, 
and if the photoeell has a spectral sensitivity 
similar to that of the eommercial exposure meter, 
the use of the equivalent aperture ratios, measured 
by the method of this presen tation, will be much 
more precise and accura te than the use of the 
geometrieal aperture ratios. 

III. Method of Indicating Equivalent Aper
ture Ratios 

Aecording to the current method of determining 
aperture ratio , the diaphragm markings on the 
lenses will not yield consistent exposures from lens 
to lens. Either the speed ratings of the emulsions 
or the computing tables on the exposure meters, 
or both, may be considered as adjusted to give 
the correct exposure for some average value of 
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ko, typical of photographic objectives . For a 
lens having a value of /co smaller than this average 
value, the result will be underexposure, and for a 
lens having a higher value (for example, a coated 
lens), the result will be overexposme. If this 
assumed valuf) of ko were known , it would be 
possible to alter the speed rating of the emulsions 
to give correct exposure with lenses graduated to 
read equivalen t aperture ratios. To illustrat e, 
if it were known that the value of ko is 0.76, for the 
average lens 4 is the basis on which the computation 
tables of a certain make 'of exposure meter rests, 
the speed rating of a photographic emulsion for 
use with the equivalent aperture ratios should be 
increased by the factor 1/0.76 . Once this adjust
ment of speed ratings ha been made, exposures 
should be selfconsistent for all lenses graduated 
in terms of the equivalent aperture ratio. 

Figure 3 A shows the diaphragm mar kings of a 
lens developed into a linear scale. Between each 
pair of graduations there is a dot . The indicated 

i graduations with numbers correspond to the geo
metrical aperture ratios as now marked on photo
graphic lenses. The dots correspond to the equi
valent aperture ratios, each dot representing the 
equivalent aperture ratio of the same value as the 
next smaller geometric aperture ratio. To illus
trate, the dot between 2.8 and 4 corresponds to 
the equivalent ap erture ra tio 1 :4, and similarly, 
the dot between 5.6 and 8 corresponds to the equi
valent ratio 1 :8. Such dots in red have been used 
at t imes on photographic lenses.5 

This method of marking may not be entirely 
unambiguous, as there is a possibility of allocating 
the dot to the incorrect one of the two adjacent 
stop numbers. Consequently, th e marking shown 
in figure 3B is suggested. In this case a line, pref
erably red, is drawn connecting the setting for the 
equivalent aperture ratio to the corresponding 
geometrical aperture ratio graduation. The length 
of this line indicates the extent to which a lens 
aperture must b e opened b eyond a given geometric 
aperture ratio to compensate for the loss of light 
resulting from reflection and absorption. Having 
a lens doubly marked in this manner is certainly 
an advantage during a period of transition when 
one is changing from the regular use of one set of 
markings to th e other. In addition to marking 

• W . N. Goodwin , J r., J. Soc. Moi ion Picture E ngrs. 20, 95 (1933). 
, Pau l C. Foote, of Bell & H owell Co. has ment ioned this type of marking 

and has made photograp hs avai lable of a gracluated Leica lens. 
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the lenses, the only change required is the publi
ca tion of a new set of speed ratings. During the 
transition period tllC manufacturers might well 
give two sets of speed ratings in their tables, one in 
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FIGURE 3.- M ethods of indicating the effects of aperture 
rati os . 

A, Aperturc sealc of a typical lens with the geometric aperture ratios indio 
cated by the grad uations and num bers in the convc lltional manller. nots 
(whiCh preferably are in red ) indicatc the settings for t he eq ui valen t apcrture 
rat ios. To illustrate, the dot betwcen the graduations 5.6 a nd 8 corresponds 
to the eqUivalent aperture 1:8: B, preferred system of marking the equivalent 
apcrture ratios in which a line (preferably red) co nnects the setting for a given 
cquivaJent aperture mtio with the geometricaJ aperture ratio haviog the sa me 
numerical value. 

black for use with the geometrical aperture ratios, 
and one in red for use with the equivalent aperture 
ratios. Even after the use of the equivaJent aper
ture ratios has b ecome general, it might well be 
desirable to retain the double system of marking 
on photographic lenses because the geometrical 
aperture ratios apply more precisely io the dep th 
of focus scales wi th whi ch many cameras are now 
provided . 
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IV. Effect of Vignetting 

The measurements of section II have been con
cerned only with the illumination on the axis of 
the lens. In figure 2, if the aperture 0 and 
receiver R are displaced the distance e tan {3 in a 
direction normal to ~he axis of the diaphragm, as 
shown in figure 4, a measure of the flux corre-

c 

J 
H 

o 
FIGURE 4.-Arrangement of apparatus f aT measuTing the 

total flux transmitted thTough apert1,re I J and through the 
aperture of area A displaced from the axia l position. 

The measurements made with arrangements indicated in figures 2 and 4 
give a measurement of the decrease of illumination for points off thu axis when 
t here is no vignetting. 

sponding to an image point at an angular displace
ment, {3, from the axis is obtained. This will be 
less than the axial value because of the operation 
of the "cosine fourth-power law," which is a 
statement that the illumination in the field of a 
photographic lens varies as the fourth power of 
the cosine of the angular distance from the center 
of the field provided that the diameters of all 
elements of the lens system are so great that the 
iris of the lens is the only part of the system that 
restricts the cone of transmitted rays. Although 
this last restriction is seldom fulfilled over the 
entire field of a lens, it should be noted that even 
when this condition is complied with, the cosine 
fourth-power law is an approximate rather than 
an exact statement. 

The ratio of the illumination at the off-axis 
position to the axial value gives a measure of the 
decrease of illumination as the image point moves 
from the center of the field outward. Let F~ and 
Fo be the fluxes measured by the apparatus, as 
shown in figures 2 and 5 respectively. Then the 
ratio F{3/Fo gives the ratio of the exposures {3 
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degrees from the axis and on the axis for an ideal 
lens with no absorption and no vignetting.6 

The ratio Ffj/Fo will approximately equal cos4{3. 
Similarly, for the arrangement of figure 1 

aperture 0 and receiver R may be displaced 
through the distance 1 tan {3 and a measurement 
of the illumination made. It will be assumed 
that the iris is set for an equivalent aperture 
ratio the same as that for the measurements of 
figures 2 and 4. W e now have four readings, 
Fo', the axial value for the arrangement of figure 
1; Fp', the reading for the an'angment of figura 
1 with the measurement made {3 degrees from the 
axis; and Fo and F~. Since the equivalent aper
ture ratios are assumed to be the same in all 
cases, Fo' = Fo. The ratio FP' /F{3 gives a measure 
of the vignetting, i . e., the falling off in illumina
tion beyond that attributable to an ideal lens.7 

However, the ratio FP' /Fo' is the more useful ratio 
to the lens user because it gives directly the ratio 
of the exposure obtained at a point {3 degrees 
from the axis to that obtained on the axis. 

Different types of lenses differ greatly in the 
amount of vignetting. A lens system that is long 
in comparison with its focal length requires much 
larger elements than a short lens system if vi
gnetting is to be avoided or reduced to a satis
factory value. Sometimes a lens system is such 
that the aberrations for the marginal parts of the 
field are excessive. Such a fault is rendered less 
apparent when there is considerable vignetting 
because the lens is, in effect, stopped down at the 
edge of the field much more than at the center. 
Excessive vignetting is sometimes found in fold
ing hand cameras because the manufacturer, in 
order to make the camera compact, makes the 
lens elements small. If, for example, the lens is 
rated as an 1/2, this relative aperture may apply 
only at the center of the field, the exposure fall
ing" off very sharply for the corners of the picture. 

6 "Vignetting" is ambiguous unless defined. It may reasonably he ap
plied to include all the decrease of illumination tbat arises at an off-axis point 
in the image·plane of a photographic objective, or the term may be used to 
apply only to tbe decrease of illumination which arises hecause of restrictive 
action of parts of t hc lens mouot or lens elements and wbich is in excess of 
that necessarily occurring witb an ideal lens. Following tbe custom of 
se vcral writers, thc second application is used in this discussion. In accord
ance with this interpretation, t here is no vignetting for the system of figure 4. 

1 This is not strictly true, because the illumination resulting from the 
aperture of fig. 2 does not fall off exactly as the fourth power of the cosine. 
T he diaphragm, however, represents a convenient standard t bat can be I 

reproduced without difficulty at different laboratories and it follows the 
cosine fourth-power law as closely a~ do most leoses in common nse. The 
approximation is better for tbe smaller apertures and for points near the 
axis. To illustrate, for points distant 40 degree from the axis, the departures 
are 7.6,1.8, and 0.4 percent for the aperture ratios 1:2, 1:4, and 1:8 respectively 
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For such a lens, the vignetting rapidly becomes 
less as the lens is stopped down, and such an 
arrangement does not necessarily represent an 
undesirable compromise. The user has a com
pact camera without excessive vignetting for the 
aper ture ratios tha t are usually used with modern 
rapid film and at the samc time has high speed, 
at least for thp, central part of the picture, for 
t he occasions when it is required. However , 
when exposures are made on color film with the 
maximum aperture, such vignrttillg, because of 
the generally reduced latitude of color film, may 
be sufficient to detra ct from the effectiveness of 
tha picture 

V. System of Stop Calibration that Gives 
Weight to Vignetting 

The method of stop calibration of section II 
compensates for the differ ent transmittances of 
different photographic objectives and insures 
equivalent exposures at Lhe center of the image 
field for different lenses when used at the same 
equivalent aperture ratios. However, it does no t 
distinguish between the behaviors of differen t 
I enses that arise because of the differen ces in 
vignetting. In figure ' 5 the arrangement is the 

c 

o 

F IGURE 5.- The aperture in plate GH includes the en tire 
fie ld of view utilized when the lens is mounted! or use in a 
camera. 

The meaSUl'cment of lum inous flu x obtained nuder t his condition is char· 
acteristic of the average ill uminat ion over the entire field instead of the 
ilInmination at t he center of the field as obtained by the arran gement of 
figure 1. 
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same as for figure 1, excep t that instead of meas
suring the illumination of a small area ncar the 
axis, the total flux received by an area in the focal 
plane identical with the picture frame is measured. 
Similarly, for the comparative measurement with 
an aperture only, the arrangement of figure 2 is 
modified to give a measurement of the flux 
received by the entire field. The equivalent 
a.perture ratios, as before, are considered equal 
when the two flux measurements are equaL If e 
of figure 2 and j of figure 6 are not equal, the 
angular sub tenses of the two field-stops at the 
cen ter of the diaphragm and exit pupil of lenses 
must be equal when the two measurements of 
flux are made, and the differences in area should 
be considered. For photographic purposes, the 
agreement will be satisfactory, provided that the 
two field apertures arc identical and the value of 
e and j do not differ by more than 1 percent. 

l?or a motion-picture camera or a minia ture 
camera, the field aperture required is small , and it 
is generally no t too difficult to make the measure 
as outlined. If the picture frame is large, it may 
be desirable to reverse the direction of travel of the 
light by using an in tegrating sphere to illuminate 
the picture frame. The total flux is then measured 
by a photoelectric clement with a receiver large 
enough to r eceive all the light that passes through 
the lens. By this reversal of the direction of travel 
of the light , a photocell with a receive1.' smaller 
than otherwise applicable can be used. 

If the iri of a lens is calibrated by the two 
methods, measuring central illumination only and 
measuring the flux received by the entire field, it 
will be found that the calibrations, in general, are 
different. This is understandable because the two 
methods are based upon d ifferent assumptions. 
In the method first described, a given equivalent 
aperture ratio corresponds to a definite illumina
tion at the center of the image field . According 
to the second method, the use of the equivalent 
aperture ratio corresponds to a given average 
illumination over the entire field . For a lens that 
has a large amount of vignetting, a given geometric 
aperture ratio will correspond to a smaller equiva
len t aperture ratio than for a lens with less vignet
ting. Both methods of calibra tion have advan
tages, and it is probable that the different stand
ardizing group interested in photographic pro
cedure should carefully eonsideT the two methods 
and make recommendations governing their u e. 
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VI. Calibra tions of Stop for Finite Object 
Distances 

In th e foregoing discussion, it ha~ been tacitly 
assumed that the object to be photographed is at 
an "infinite" distance and that the image will con
sequently lie in the focal plane of the lens. This 
is the basis on which the valnes of the geometric 
aperture ratio are engraved on the lens mounts, 
and it is an entirely satisfactory procedure for a 
large amount of photographic work. If, for ex
ample, the object instead of being at an " infinite" 
distance is only 10 focal lengths away, the dis
tance from lens to focal plane is only increased by 
10 percent of the equivalent focal length and, for 
many applications, the error in exposure resnlting 
~rom using the values corresponding to the image 
In the focal plane will not be excessive. 

Lenses for copying purposes and some other 
types are habitually used with the object distant 
only a few focal lengths from the lens. In such 
instances it is highly desirable that the apertun' 
ratios be marked for one or more selected object 
distances approximating those which will actually 
be . emp~oyed in practice. The method of stop 
cabbratlOn can be readily extended to apply to 
this problem. 

. Suppos~, for example, that the selected object 
dIstance IS 2j, corresponding to the use of the 
lens for one-to-one copying. Referring to figure 
1, plate GH bearing aperture 0 will be moved 
back from the lens to the image plane corre
sponding to one-to-one copying. Referring to 
figure 2, plane GH will be separated from the 
diaphragm by approximately the same distance 
as for the lens. For this particular case the 
separation wouid b~ twice the equivalent 'focal 
l~ngth of the lens . . With this new spacing, the 
(hameter of aperture IJ should be determined 
so that sin a has a value corresponding to ~ 
selected aperture ratio , as given in table 1. 
Measurements are now made as before, the dia
phragm setting of the lens being altered until 
the two flux readings are the same. When 
eq~ality is obtained, the equivalent aperture 
ratIO of the lens, for the one-to-one ratio , is equal 
to the geometrical aperture ratio of the diaphragm . 

If the iris markings are calibrated in this 
manner, the lens will give the same exposure for a 
given equivalent aperture ratio and one-to-one 
copying as does the same lens or any other lens 
with the calibration for infinite distances when 
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used on a distant object. For a finite distance 
the question again arises as to whether the cali~ 
bration should be similar to that of section II 
with exposure at the center of the field as th~ 
criterion, or to the method of section IV, in which 
the criterion is average exposure over the entire 
field. 

VII. Adva ntages of Proposed Method of 
Lens Aperture Calibration and System 
of Lens Marking 

The foregoing text refers to several published 
papers dealing with this subject. The method of 
calibration and marking herein proposed offers 
advantages not possessed by any of the previously 
suggested methods: . 

1. The standard aperture to which reference is 
made is an aperture of known diameter in a metal 
plate, and therefore can be rendily produced by 
any laborat,ory. This facilitates the maintenace 
of consistent systems of graduation by different 
laboratories. 

2. Each calibration is essentially a substitution 
method in which the two values of flux to be 
measured are of approximately the same value. 
This largely eliminates errors arising from the 
nonlinearity of response · of the photometric 
apparatus and eliminates the need for carefullv 
calibrated filters . • 

3. No condenser or collimator systom is used. 
Hence the method does not involve the assump
tion that the distribution of energy in a colli
mated beam is uniform. 

4. A method of application is proposed that 
requires no modification of present models of 
exposure meters. New film-speed tables are 
required, but presumably the data already in the 
possessioQ of manufacturers of exposure meters 
will be sufficient for the preparation of these 
tables. 

5. A system of lens marking is proposed that 
permits exposure to be det~rmined either by the 
conventional or new method. 

6. An extension of the method of calibration 
has been given that permits lenses to be calibrated 
for object distances other than infinite. 

7. The calibrated value may be based on 
brightness of image at the center of the field or OIl 

average brightness of image over all the fi eld 
whichever may be considered preferable. ' 

WASHINGTON, D ecember 23, 1946. 
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